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A particle accelerator is a machine that 
accelerates elementary particles (or ions) to 
very high energies.

Build your own particle  accelerator: 
https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/327368343.pdf

Particle Accelerator

https://core.ac.uk/download/pdf/327368343.pdf
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!
e.g.: 
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator  
Van de Graaff accelerator,  
cathode ray tube (old televisions)

e.g.:   
Linac 
Cyclotrons, synchrotrons

PS: 
Although electrostatic accelerators accelerate particles along a 
straight line, the term linear accelerator is more often used for 
accelerators that employ oscillating rather than static electric fields. 

Classifications:
static field accelerators (or 
electrostatic accelerators or 
potential-Drop Accelerators ): 
electric fields that do not change 
with time.

oscillating field accelerators (or 
electrodynamic or 
electromagnetic): electric fields 
that periodically change with 
time.
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accelerating charged particles 
through a constant potential 
difference. 

!
voltage from a high voltage 
generator connected to 
accelerating tube, and 
particles are accelerated (in 
one step) through the tube, 

!
accelerating tube is 
constructed as along drift tube 
with a number of electrodes 
along the axis 

=>giving uniform field distribution 
for acceleration

<latexit sha1_base64="T/VajelE8kHCqheOWn4uEDdU/ZM=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRBovgqiRF1I1QFEFwU8E+oI1hMp20QyeTODMplJCVG3/FjQtF3PoN7vwbJ20W2nrgwuGce7n3Hi9iVCrL+jYKC4tLyyvF1dLa+sbmlrm905RhLDBp4JCFou0hSRjlpKGoYqQdCYICj5GWN7zM/NaICElDfqfGEXEC1OfUpxgpLbnm/pWb3FCewnPY9QXCSTC6r6ZJNRMemq5ZtirWBHCe2Dkpgxx11/zq9kIcB4QrzJCUHduKlJMgoShmJC11Y0kihIeoTzqachQQ6SSTN1J4qJUe9EOhiys4UX9PJCiQchx4ujNAaiBnvUz8z+vEyj9zEsqjWBGOp4v8mEEVwiwT2KOCYMXGmiAsqL4V4gHSaSidXEmHYM++PE+a1Yp9UrFuj8u1izyOItgDB+AI2OAU1MA1qIMGwOARPINX8GY8GS/Gu/ExbS0Y+cwu+APj8weCYJfe</latexit>

EKin =
mv2

2
= qV

 EKin is gain in Kinetic energy, for 
particle having mass m & charge 
q, moving through a potential 
difference V

Working of  
electrostatic particle accelerator
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Inventor:!
John Cockcroft and Ernest Walton  
Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge  
early 1930’s 
Noble award, 1971

https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/stories/
science-and-technology/cockcroft-walton-generator/

most straightforward type of 
accelerator, results from application of 
a potential difference between two 
terminals.  

!
To obtain accelerating voltage >200 
kV, it is necessary to use one or more 
stages of voltage-doubling circuits. 

example -1:  
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator

https://www.nms.ac.uk/explore-our-collections/stories/science-and-technology/cockcroft-walton-generator/
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https://www2.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/11/1.html

 hydrogen gas is ionized to create 
negative ions, each consisting of two 
electrons and one proton.  

!
ions are accelerated by a positive 
voltage and reach an energy of 
750,000 electron volts (750 keV) [~30 
times the energy of the electron beam 
in a television's picture tube]. 

!
They travel 8 foot vacuum tube, 
where they collided with Lithium target 
[first artificial nuclear disintegration in 
history, p+Li -> 2He]

example -1:  
Cockcroft-Walton accelerator

https://www2.lbl.gov/abc/wallchart/chapters/11/1.html
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Inventor!
Robert Van de Graaff  
post-doctorate, Princeton 
1929

Upper limit of Cockroft-Walton 
Accelerators was about 1 MeV; here it 
achieved energies of about 10 MeV. 

!
A Van de Graaff accelerator is a very big 
Van de Graaff generator with an 
accelerator tube contained within it.  

!
By 1933 a Van de Graaff accelerator was 
in operation that could accelerate 
hydrogen ions to an energy of 0.6MeV 
(600,000eV).

example -2:  
Van de Graaff  accelerator 
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A high potential difference is built 
up and maintained on a smooth 
conducting surface by the 
continuous transfer of positive 
static charges from a moving belt 
to the surface.  

!
When used as a particle 
accelerator, an ion source is 
located inside the high-voltage 
terminal.  

!
Ions are accelerated from the 
source to the target by the electric 
voltage between the high-voltage 
supply and ground.

example -2:  
Van de Graaff  accelerator 
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Negative ions are first 
accelerated towards a positive 
high-voltage terminal in the 
center of a pressure tank.  

!
Inside the terminal the negative 
ions pass through either a foil or 
gas "stripper" and are stripped of 
electrons, producing a positive-
ion beam.  

!
This beam is then accelerated a 
second time away from the high-
voltage terminal. 

http://indico.ictp.it/event/8728/session/2/
contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf

EKin = eU+qU 
where e = absolute value of singly 
charged negative ion,  
q = charge of positive ion

tandem Van de Graaff accelerator 
(dual-use of the same high voltage) 

http://indico.ictp.it/event/8728/session/2/contribution/2/material/slides/0.pdf
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Increasing the energy means increasing the length of the 
accelerator. 

!
The maximum particle energy is limited by the accelerating 
voltage on the machine, which is limited by insulation 
breakdown to a few megavolts.

Limitations  
of electrostatic particle accelerator
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To accelerate particles, the 
accelerators are fitted with metallic 
chambers containing an 
electromagnetic field known as 
radiofrequency (RF) cavities. 

!
Charged particles injected into this 
field receive an electrical impulse that 
accelerates them.

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-particle-accelerators-work

Working of  
oscillating field particle accelerator

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-particle-accelerators-work
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field in an RF cavity is made to 
oscillate (switch direction) at a given 
frequency, so timing the arrival of 
particles is important.  

!
When the beam has reached the 
required energy,  

=>an ideally timed proton with exactly 
the right energy will not be accelerated.  
=>protons with slightly different 
energies arriving earlier or later will be 
accelerated or decelerated so that they 
stay close to the desired energy. 
!

In this way, the particle beam is 
sorted into packs of protons called 
"bunches".

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-particle-accelerators-work

Working of  
oscillating field particle accelerator

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-particle-accelerators-work
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 Radiofrequency cavities boost the 
particle beams, while magnets focus 
the beams and bend their trajectory. 

!
In a circular accelerator, the 
particles repeat the same circuit for 
as long as necessary, getting an 
energy boost at each turn. 

!
A linear accelerator is exclusively 
formed of accelerating structures, 
since the particles do not need to be 
deflected, but they only benefit from 
a single acceleration pass.

Working of  
oscillating field particle accelerator

https://www.energy.gov/articles/how-particle-accelerators-work
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Inventor:!
Rolf Widerøe  
1927 

His professor refused any 
further work because it was 
“sure to fail.” 
Published his idea in Archivfur 
Electrotechnic. 
!
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/
project-result-content/
ac05b07f-7433-4058-8317-47bf89e0104e/Particle
%20Generators%20Accelerators.pdf

example -1:   
The Linear Accelerator (Linac)

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/project-result-content/ac05b07f-7433-4058-8317-47bf89e0104e/Particle%20Generators%20Accelerators.pdf
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In an AC, the flow of electric 
charge is periodically reversed, the 
flow of electric charge can be 
thought of as a series of peaks and 
anti-peaks of voltage.  

!
A charged particle acted on by an 
AC voltage would be accelerated 
from point X to point Y, during a 
peak, then when the current is 
reversed would be accelerated 
back from point Y to point X, during 
an anti-peak.

example -1:   
The Linear Accelerator (Linac)
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Inventor!
Ernest Lawrence, 
associate professor of physics 
University of California,1928 
1939,Nobel prize in physics

example -2:    
The Cyclotron

frequency of a charged 
particle, moving perpendicular 
to the direction of a uniform 
magnetic field B (constant 
magnitude and direction):

<latexit sha1_base64="NusfO5xNjh7mHrNy+qND2Is/c2Y=">AAACD3icbZDLSgMxFIYzXmu9jbp0EyyKqzJTRN0IpW5cVrAX6Awlk2ba0CQzJhmlDPMGbnwVNy4UcevWnW9j2g6irT8Efr5zDifnD2JGlXacL2thcWl5ZbWwVlzf2Nzatnd2mypKJCYNHLFItgOkCKOCNDTVjLRjSRAPGGkFw8txvXVHpKKRuNGjmPgc9QUNKUbaoK59FMIL6IUS4fQ+SyteTLMfcFubEsizrl1yys5EcN64uSmBXPWu/en1IpxwIjRmSKmO68TaT5HUFDOSFb1EkRjhIeqTjrECcaL8dHJPBg8N6cEwkuYJDSf090SKuFIjHphOjvRAzdbG8L9aJ9HhuZ9SESeaCDxdFCYM6giOw4E9KgnWbGQMwpKav0I8QCYLbSIsmhDc2ZPnTbNSdk/LzvVJqVrL4yiAfXAAjoELzkAVXIE6aAAMHsATeAGv1qP1bL1Z79PWBSuf2QN/ZH18A8VIm+E=</latexit>

f =
w

2⇡
=

qB

2⇡m
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(1 & 2) : two hollow D-shaped 
electrodes alternatively charged to a 
voltage by an (3) oscillator. The 
electrodes were separated by a small 
gap.  
When one of the electrodes is charged, 
a particle is accelerated across the gap 
into the other (4), under the influence of 
a magnetic field, it moves in a semi-
circular path back to the surface of the 
electrode (5).  
Just as the voltage has charged the 
other electrode, the particle is again 
accelerated across the gap (6).  
As the speed of the particle increases, 
the radius of the semi-circular motion of 
the particle increases until the particles 
are eventually focused out of the 
Cyclotron as a high energy beam (7).

example -2:    
The Cyclotron
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Inventor: 
Frank Goward and D. Barnes. 

The basic principle of the 
Synchrotron is to maintain the 
accelerated particles at a constant 
orbital radius.  

!
This is achieved by synchronizing the 
magnetic field strength with the 
energy of the accelerated particles. 
So, as the particles are accelerated 
and gain energy, the magnetic field is 
increased, keeping the particles orbit 
constant. 

example -3:     
The Synchrotron
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synchrotron’s loop is not a spiral.!
In fact, since the various tasks a 
synchrotron must accomplish : 
!
focusing, bending, and accelerating the 
particles into a beam inside a vacuum  
pipe - 
can be accomplished by different 
assemblies and at different times, the 
path can be a circle, oval or a polygon 
with rounded corners.

https://users.aber.ac.uk/ruw/teach/334/ring.gif

example -3:     
The Synchrotron

https://users.aber.ac.uk/ruw/teach/334/ring.gif
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Super proton synchrotron
 John Adams,  
1976 
 director-general,Laboratory II.

It takes particles from 
the Proton Synchrotron 
and accelerates them to 
provide beams for other 
experiments (LHC/ 
NA61/SHINE/NA62) 

!
operates at up to 450 
GeV 

!
handle many different 
kinds of particles: 
sulphur and oxygen 
nuclei, electrons, 
positrons, protons and 
antiprotons.
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AGS name is derived from the concept of alternating gradient focusing 
field gradients of the accelerator's 240 magnets are successively alternated 
inward and outward, permitting particles to be focused in both the horizontal 
and vertical plane at the same time 
AGS receives protons and other ions from the AGS Booster and delivers 
them to the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider after acceleration.

https://www.bnl.gov/rhic/AGS.asp

Alternating gradient 
synchrotron

https://www.bnl.gov/rhic/AGS.asp
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The more energy the particles have, the more powerful the 
magnetic fields have to be to keep them in their circular orbit. 

!
a particle traveling in a circle is always accelerating towards the 
center of the circle, it continuously radiates towards the tangent of 
the circle. This radiation is called synchrotron radiation. 

Limitations  
of oscillating field particle accelerator
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Colliders are a type of 
particle accelerators that 
generate head-on collisions 
between particles. 

Particle Collider
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eg. 
20 GeV/c => probes a distance of 0.01 
fm 
at 1 TeV (the average collision energy of 
a quark–quark interaction) we can 
resolve 10–18 m, scale

Louis de Broglie 
PhD thesis, 1924 
https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00006807/document 
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1929

charge radius of a proton: 
0.84–0.87 fm (or 0.84 to 
0.87×10-15 m). 
quarks are at the level of 5 × 
10-20 m.

� = h/p

or�/2⇡ = ~c/pc
or�/2⇡ = 197MeV fm/p[MeV/c]

<latexit sha1_base64="Vty8VKUkGuGOsRevPMKeXkRiTsg=">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</latexit>

To probe into small distance, 
 you need large energy !

https://tel.archives-ouvertes.fr/tel-00006807/document
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e.g.  
for E=100 GeV protons 
hitting stationary protons 
mc2 ~1 GeV; 
EFXT  ~ 14 GeV energy.

For  many  decades,  the  only  arrangement  of  accelerator  
experiments  was  a fixed  target  setup where a beam  of  particles  
accelerated  with  a particle  accelerator hit  a  stationary target set 
into the path of the beam

Large energy:  
Fixed target or collider ?
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e.g.  
for E=100 GeV protons 
hitting another proton with 
E=100 GeV; 
Ecoll ~200 GeV

Such an obvious advantage led to the first practical proposals of colliding-beam 
storage rings in the late 1950’s 

Large energy:  
Fixed target or collider ?
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Inventor!
Tihiro Ohkawa 
MURA,1961 

time-independent magnetic fields 
(fixed-field, like in a cyclotron) and 
the use of strong focusing (alternating 
gradient, like in a synchrotron). 

!
could accelerate two counterrotating 
particle beams within a single ring of 
magnets 

!
third FFAG prototype built by the 
MURA group was a 50 MeV electron 
machine 

Fixed-Field alternating gradient 
Accelerator (FFA)

https://patents.google.com/patent/US2890348

https://patents.google.com/patent/US2890348
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Inventor!
Gerard K. O’Neill, 
faculty, Princeton 
1956 

A storage ring is a type of 
synchrotron. 

a conventional synchrotron 
serves to accelerate particles 
from a low to a high energy 
state with the aid of radio-
frequency accelerating 
cavities,  
a storage ring keeps particles 
stored at a constant energy 
and radio-frequency cavities 
are only used to replace 
energy lost through 
synchrotron radiation and 
other processes. 

e.g. 
LHC, LEP, PEP-II, KEKB, RHIC, 
Tevatron and HERA. 

Storage Ring Colliders
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http://www.bnl.gov/RHIC/images/RHIC-complex-w2.gif

eg-1: 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider

Conceptualize: 
1983, NSAC meeting 
First collision: 
2000

first  heavy-ion colliders 
only spin-polarized proton 

collider 
STAR (one of expt.) is 

composed of 68 institutions 
from 14 countries, with a total 
of 742 collaborators 
superconducting magnets 

down to the operating 
temperature of -268.6°C 
(4.5K)

http://www.bnl.gov/RHIC/images/RHIC-complex-w2.gif
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double storage ring, 
hexagonally shaped and has a 
circumference of 3834 m,

eg-1: 
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
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eg-2: 
Large Hadron Collider

Conceptualize: 
1983 
First collision: 
2010

world's largest and highest-
energy particle collider  
10,000 scientists and hundreds 
of universities and laboratories, 
as well as more than 100 
countries. 
The electromagnets in the LHC 
are chilled to ‑271.3°C (1.9K)  
Number of collisions per 
second  ~1 billion
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 approximately 27km 
(26 659 m) in 
circumference 
not a perfect 
circle,eight 2.45-km-
long arcs, and eight 
545-m-long straight 
sections

https://www.lhc-closer.es/taking_a_closer_look_at_lhc/0.lhc_layout

eg-2: 
Large Hadron Collider

https://www.lhc-closer.es/taking_a_closer_look_at_lhc/0.lhc_layout
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A particle detector, also known as 
a radiation detector,  
is a device used to detect, track, 
and/or identify ionizing particles.

Particle detector
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Cloud chambers: 
supersaturated gas, condensation, 
tracks visible 

Bubble chambers:  
overheated fluid, bubble creation  
image reveals particle tracks 

Nuclear emulsions 

http://www.hep.fsu.edu/~wahl/satmorn/history/Omega-minus.asp.htm

Detectors  
based on Image analysis

Discoveries from these detectors:

http://www.hep.fsu.edu/~wahl/satmorn/history/Omega-minus.asp.htm
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https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Wilson-Cloud-
Chamber_fig2_317060457

A cloud chamber consists of a sealed 
environment containing a 
supersaturated vapor of water or 
alcohol.  
A charged particle interacts with the 
gaseous mixture by knocking 
electrons off gas molecules via 
electrostatic forces during collisions, 
resulting in a trail of ionized gas 
particles.

eg-1:  
Cloud chambers

inventor!
Charles Thomson Rees Wilson  
1911 
Scottish physicist

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Wilson-Cloud-Chamber_fig2_317060457
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resulting ions act as condensation 
centers around which a mist-like trail 
of small droplets form if the gas 
mixture is at the point of 
condensation.  

!
These droplets are visible as a "cloud" 
track that persists for several seconds 
while the droplets fall through the 
vapor existence of the positron. 

Observed by C. Anderson

eg-1:  
Cloud chambers
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Bubble chambers position resolution ~5um  
low rate capability ~ few tens / second  
Imaging detectors can not be triggered 

selectively, every event must be photographed 
and anslyszed.

Issues 
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Based on the principle to 
transfer radiation energy to 
detector mass.  

!
Charged particles are 
transferring their energy 
through collisions to atomic 
electrons leading to 
excitation and ionisation.  

!
In most cases, neutral 
particles have to produce 
charged particles first inside 
the detector volume which in 
turn are transferring their 
energy by excitation or 
ionisation to the detector. 

Detectors  
based on electronic signals:
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A voltage is applied to the  
central anode (positive) and 
the chamber walls / cathode 
(negative)  
to create an electric field 
between them. 

Pulse height = A *n *e/C 
where A =  gas amplification factor 
n = number of ionizing events 
e = charge of electrons 
C =Capacitance of capacitor

Gaseous ionisation detectors: 
 Principle of operation
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charged particle passing 
through the chamber, ionises 
the gas molecules inside, 
along the path it takes, 
creating negative electrons 
(anions) and positive ions 
(cations). 
collection of these charged 
particles reduces the voltage 
across the capacitor - this in 
turn increases the voltage 
across the resistor.  
This ‘pulse’ across the 
resistor is recorded 
electronically, registering a 
hit.

Pulse height = A *n *e/C 
where A =  gas amplification factor 
n = number of ionizing events 
e = charge of electrons 
C =Capacitance of capacitor

Gaseous ionisation detectors: 
 Principle of operation
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Ionization region: 
operate at a low electric field 
strength, selected such that 
no gas multiplication takes 
place. 
!

Proportional region: 
operate at slightly higher 
voltage, selected such that 
discrete avalanches are 
generated.  
!

Geiger-Müller region: 
operates at higher voltage, 
selected such that each ion 
pair creates an avalanche

Gaseous ionisation detectors: 
Applied detector voltage
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For any given detector 
working in the Geiger-Muller 
region, all particles have the 
same Geiger plateau. 
Therefore the same number 
of ions are collected 
irrespective of the charged 
particle passing through the 
tube.  

=> means the voltage pulse is 
the same height for all particles 
=> making particle 
identification impossible.

Inventor!
Hans Geiger,  
Walther Müller,  
University of Kiel,1928 

eg-1:  
Geiger-Muller tubes
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placing a high-voltage cathode 
disc at centre of the chamber, an 
electric-field can be established 
between the disc and the end-
plates.  
electrons that result from ionisation 
events in the chamber, will drift to 
the multi-wire end-plates  
arrival times of the electrons at the 
end-plates determine how far they 
have travelled and hence the axial 
(z) coordinate of the charged 
particle

eg-2:  
Time projection chambers (TPCs)
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velocity of the particle can be 
found, if the two end-plates are 
used to trigger a timing device 
that records the time taken for the 
particle (distance of travel 
=length of the chamber).  
!

For this reason such detectors 
are called time projection 
chambers or TPCs.

STAR TPC layout

eg-2:  
Time projection chambers (TPCs)
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 An individual detector module 
comprises silicon that has been 
doped, to form a diode.  

 When the module is reverse-biased, 
a depletion region is set up with 
an electric-field that sweeps 
charge-carriers to the electrodes. 

Solid state detectors (Silicon semiconductor):  
Principle of operation
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CMS Tracker Layout

Solid state detectors (Silicon semiconductor):  
Principle of operation

Charged particles passing 
across the silicon strip, will 
liberate electrons from their 
atom => create electron-hole 
pairs. 
Electric filed in depletion 
region => sweeps the new 
electron-hole pair to the 
electrode, where they are 
collected. 
That particular module records 
a hit.
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cover nearly all of the 4π steradians 
of solid angle around the interaction 
point 

!
Typically roughly cylindrical, with 
different types of detectors 
wrapped around each other in 
concentric layers

Hermetic detector/4π detector
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eg-1:  
CMS detectors at CERN's LHC 

Tracker: 
measures the momentum 
of charged particles as 
they curve in a magnetic 
field. 
!

calorimeters: 
measure the energy of 
most charged and neutral 
particles by absorbing 
them in dense material 
!

muon system: 
measures the one type of 
particle that is not stopped 
through the calorimeters 
and can still be detected
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Who knows, you may be next !!


